
Furniture Solutions
 Meeting spaces & Work places
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All businesses rely on productive and effective meeting spaces.  
The Synergy table provides ‘ready-to-go’ integrated technology to 
facilitate the best collaborative experience.

Synergy - Collaborative tables
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Synergy tables are available in a variety of worktop shapes that 
promote different meeting activities. A Reverse Plectrum table subtly 
promotes the body and eye contact towards the screen to maximise 
video conference engagement.

Synergy - Video Conferencing
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Both Tear-drop and Quad Synergy worktops promote slightly different engagements to 
facilitate the appropriate meeting behaviour and deliver more productive meetings.

To promote hot spot meetings and short term collaborations, Synergy is offered in at 
bench height to promote cafe bar meetings that are brief but effective. These are most 
popular in a 3 seat/stool form.
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Back to back Double Benches can be configured in clusters. 
A mixture of electric, gas strut and fixed height workstations can be 
specified according to a clients requirements.  

Progress - Height Adjustable Double Bench
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Progress rectangular workstations offer user flexibility enabling the 
work-surface height to be adjusted from 685mm – 1185mm.
The workstation height can be adjusted with ease via a release lever 
providing instant height adjustment.

Progress - Height Adjustable Single Bench
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Optional Modesty panels are available to introduce privacy where required. 

The i-sit ergonomic seating range compliments Progress desking providing the user with a 
high level of personal adjustment. 
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Synergy - Corporate Training
Synergy workstations used for group collaboration during training 
sessions for small group analysis. Seamlessly technology can be 
integrated to allow you to synchronise and display group work locally 
or amongst the cluster.
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Available in a large range of sizes and shapes to suit the size of room and the purpose 
intended for, whether that be display or audience focused.

Breakout spaces are an important part of group work. Using soft furnishings allows for a 
quick change of environment and respite from a heavily screen focused session.
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Synergy - Plectrum
The Plectrum differs in that it promotes eye contact with individuals 
around the table and the screen becomes another contributor.
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Fifteen Environments - Breakout Furniture
Soft breakout furniture ideal for creating comfortable and relaxing spaces in any environment. 
Use our soft seating to create small breakout spaces in  the middle of your office or furnish 
entire rooms dedicated to your staffs break periods.

Fifteen Environments are also easily combined with our Synergy tables to create informal and 
completely ICT integrated meeting spaces.
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Create comfortable and stylish waiting areas with the Spirit Lite chair. Available in a large 
selection of colours and finishes.

Easily reconfigured informal breakout and waiting areas with the Parade chair.
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Casual Furniture
Casual and stylish breakout areas are easily created using our large 
variety of soft seating. Put your corporate image first by selecting 
from a huge range of styles designed for a variety of locations and 
covering them in your colours.
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Kind - Office seating
Kind task chairs feature the latest instant adjustment synchronous technology. 
The modular design allows the easy addition of ergonomically designed arms, 
headrests and lumbar supports to both mesh and upholstered versions. 
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Optional  arms, headrests and lumbar supports to both mesh and upholstered versions. 
Available in a huge variety of fabrics and colours.

Kind task seating is available in a large range of styles to suit the uses needs.
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